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SUMMARY. 

New Yorkers will assume that u.F.O. activity in or above our 
atmosphere is dead, if they depend upon our local news source for. 
information. 

The year 1959 was far from being inactive, however. On the 
West Coast, Gabe Green was vindicated in hie prophecy. The Seven 
Sheriffs could hardly be discounted, as the seven dwarfs might be 
in this Snow-White story. Researchers are drawing blanks, and the 
press is not bein� of any help in fightin� for � "freedom of the 
press." The U. P. I. apparently has a "Tomb" for any world news 
that mi�ht scare us! 

The Weather Balloon over the East Coast on October 28, 1959, 
is a typical example of what happens to the uninformed mind. It 
panics. No one knew in advance, not even pilots flying commercial 
planes, or the U.S. Weather Bureau! It caused traffic jams, pol
ice officers to �rab riot �uns, and it fri�htened old ladies into 
believin� the Ru�s1ans were coming! 

--

The Journal-American, on October 29, 1959, printed this head 
line: "Jitters and Balloon Soar in Space Test." This mediocre 
effort of ours only fri�htened our i�norant public. Another bal
loon developed by Arthur D. Little, Inc., will also cause us more 
confusion. 

This column should be devoted to si�htinge, but we feel that 
the efforts made to suppress sightings or information about them 
is more important. Especially as 1�. Y : s. I. B. ·i-s .a New York publi
cation. Most of our information comes from outside the New York 
City area. 

We must always remember that this small area houses about 11 
· million souls. They are at thP. mercy of the powers that be! 

If you tend to think this writer is a bit fanatical on thi& 
subject, read this quote from the New York Journal-American; Bob 
Considine's column, "On the Line": "Bssic lack of trust in thf! 
ability of a �reat people to 11take it" is behind much of today1s 
suppression of news, and th�t can only be suicidal to all of us 
in the lon� run!" 

( Continued on page 7 ) 
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THE EDITOR SPEAKS 

Your Editor has been privileged to examine a great deal of 
the U.F.O. literature published in 1959, from all over the world. 
The archives of N.Y.S.I.B. will contain, when classified and cat
·alogued, an extraordinary volume of material. This is because or 
N.Y.S.I.B.1s policy - friendly and tolerant to all U.F.O. or�sni
zations, no matter what their beliefs or aims. As a result, we 
receive samples of U.F.O. printed material that we believe others 
do not. We do not say this smugly, but only to point up the fact 
that N.Y.S.I.B.'s policy - your policy - is one that is universal 
in appeal; namely, brotherly love in action. 

We feel it our duty to report in this issue our honest app
raisal of this literatur.e. It will naturally be personal and not 
an official N.Y.S.I.B. judgement, as many no doubt might disagree 
with the Editor's findings. 

Only broad �eneral observations can be made, as the litera
ture is too vast� too wide-spread all over the world in all lang
uages, to even attempt to do anything but classify. Every count
ry seems to produce a type of literature that �eta its• current 
trend of thinking. However, each country reports the activities 
goin� on in other countries. Only in the U.S.A. does a curtain 
seem to fall down, and we get our "newsu via the back door, as it 
were! 

In Europe there seems, as in South America, to be a more in
tellectual approach to the subject. More professional men, that 
is to say, doctors, lawyers and engineers, take positions as off
icers in U.F.O. clubs, and the magazines are edited in a very much 
more impersonal way than in the U.S.A. From these "foreign" maz
azines we can glean the Russian attitude towards U.F.O.'s and the 
topic of space and space travel. The scientists in Russia appar
ently look forward to finding inhabited regions in space! Logic, 
not sentiment, dictates this conclusion. Another search seems to 
be for free ener�y. These two basic conclusions bring us sharply 
back into focus to the U.F.O. activity in the U.S.A. This is the 
message of the contact stories! 

In the u.s.A. respectable professional people are either un
aware of the situation or fear, because of censorship or ridicule 
to be connected with the type of U.F.O. organizations that exist 
here. In the U.S.A., the majority of U.F.O. �roups are concerned 
with the psychic or occult aspect of the Flying Saucer phenonema. 
This is the only 11way out11, when we have so much security in the 
scientific area. Our administration wants to be sure the Russians 
don't learn how we circle the moon! The average American soberly 
realires now that we are no lon�er leaders in·atomic or missle de
velopment. 

Continually we are told by the different agencies of the ad
ministration that U.F.O. 1s don't exist except as mirages, halluc
inations, and natural phenomenae - and on the other hand l'le read, 

(continued on pa�e 8 ) 
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SAU�EB 

By , . ... Hay 

What, actUa lly, is a U.F.O.? It can be anything that is not 
�ailed down, from a fast-moving mass of cosmic debris to a bit of 
,energy as small as a molecule. 

Each "expertu can classify, if the U. F.O. fits into the ex
_perienoe and knowledge of the observer. A simple cloud chamber 
any kid can build will reveal the mysterious cosmic rays. These 
are not classified as U.F.0.1s, even tho' the source or origin is 
a speculation! 

But put a mass of them together, or any group of light par
ticles under apparent intelligent control - and we have a U.F.O!! 
.It becomes an object, solid or not, when it can be recorded by 
·the eye, radar or the camera. For any image placed on film gets 

:there only by focus. Out of focus, the image, although register 
lng accurately and in proportion, �' to our understanding, an 
.unintelligible blur, a nothing! 

Ehe.rgy, or light particles in proper focus, seem to be solid 
objects; objectively they are; subjectively they are not • •• . but 
have a relative objectivity that exists as a sort of antimatter, 
or something within nothing. Under proper focus might these blurs 
of light be Space Ships, or something that can be a vehicle - for 
consciousness? 

We are continually examining phenomenae w�th.the obsolete 
rationale of the 20th Century. It is passe. So much is known 
that 16 kept hidden that the average man's thinking will never 
catch up, and as a result only new superstitions will grow, � 
eonfused priestoraft of science will have to flounder in its own 
babel. 

Einstein's conceptions -gleaned !rom Philosophy - are that 
aatter is energy, energy is light, heat and motion, and that all 
apace is in motion or rest (Yang and Yin) creating !or us (within 
our aoale of consciousness) light and dark. Only by light anddark 
oan we diatinguish anything, except for the one faculty of touch. 
touch is life. Without t his one sense, the persona gratia (I AM) 
loaea contact with the material world, be it his own body or some 
uternal object. 

This •unified field" theory has kicked the bottom out of our 
pail of collected !acts. All are One. This psychological inse
curity has created panic. 

Professor Carl Jung admits a •puzzlement•. Let �s q�ote !rom 
1Flying Saucers a Modern Myth", page 149: " The simultaneous vis
ual and radar sightings would, in themselves, be a satisfactory 

(continued on page 9 ) 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

In 1961 the U.S. hopes to fire the rocket 11Vegar11 at Venus. 
General Dynamics Corp. holds the contract worth 33,500,000.00 tax 
dollars� ( 11 Light11 - Australia). 

H.C. Dodd, B.So., in an article entitled "Driving Powers !or 
U.F.0.11, covers the Von Reichenbach theories, Keely's "apergy•, 
and the 11Bielfield-Brown11 effect and the 1tFohat11 of the Venusians 
- all in the above Australian magazine - all for $1.00 per annum! 

14,000 years ago Vega was the Pole Star, and in another 12,-
000 years it will hold the same position again. The reason for 
this is the fact that Vega lies on the circle which an imaginary 
continuation of the earth's axis sweeps out in the sky every 26,-
000 years. 

Altair completes the Triangle. It is onlj 
distant, and only 10 times as bri�ht as the sun. 
is of a fierce, white colour. 

� 

6 light-years 
!..ike Deneb, it 

Each of these three stars has a faint companion, but in all 
three oases it is only that a faint star happens to be in the same 
line of sight as the main star, and none of them is a 1double 
star'' in the true sense of the word. 

Between the Summer Triangle and the horizon lies the most 
interesting part of the 11Milky Way11• Here we find star clouds, 
which mark the centre of the Galactic System, of which our sun is 
but one of the smaller members, and we find also nebulae, star 
streams and " coal sacks" , black patches in the sky, where cosmic 
dust blots out the light of the stars behind. The most striking 
of these dark nebulae is in the constellation Aquila. This is 
best seen with the aid of field-glasses, magnifying not more than 
6 or 8 times. (Flying Saucer Review - Hon. B. le Poer Trench). 

Irish Saucer Group. First steps towards the formation of an 
Irish flying saucer group are being taken by an enthusiast, Peter 
Gill. Will all those in Ireland who would like to Join p1ease 
write to Mr. Gill at Newtown Farm,Sandyford, County Dublin, Eire. 
(Flying Saucer Review - Hon. B. le Poer Trench). 

Lord Dowding Lectures on Saucers. Air Chief Marshall Lord 
Dowding spoke recently to members of Salisbury Rotary Club in Eng
land, about flying saucers. He said the subject was a vast one 
and the existence of these craft was completely beyond doubt. He 
told his audience, 11There have been literally hundreds of thous
ands of sightings observed by reputable people, including those 
in the Royal Observer Corps and pilots of aircraft.• 

He said that in the U. S. A., planes had gone in pursuit of 
the saucers, and in one case there had been a collision which had 
r�sulted in the total disintegration of the plane. 

Radar operators had seen them on their screens. Lord Dowd-

(continued on page 10) 
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The U F 0 IN LITERATURE 

Dr. Carl Jung1 s book, 11F'ly1np: Saucers a Hodern Myth", should 
be read and on the book shelf of every Saucer fan. 

As tar as we know no other Saucer book comes as close to the 
secret of the Saucere as does Prof. Jung's book. However, he does 
not press the issue too tar; perhaps tor personal reasons, or be
cause of scientific or ethical reasons - along with the required, 
professional respect which is a must in the search tor knowledge. 

All of' us must realize that a man may believe certain things 
personally and not be able to prove them, and at the same t1me,as 
a professional man, must reflect these same ideas professionally 
until proof' has been established. Proof, of course, is a mechan
,lcal thing in America. 

On page 4 of', "Saucers Space and Science", No. 12, October, 
1959, we read about Willy Ley and h1s conclusions. They are con
vincing except for two dogmatic statements. une re ball lighting 
" •. • sea level air is too dense to permits it's formation". On Oc. 
11, 1959, two such objects as Ley describes were seen over Larch
mont, New York, so either they were not fire-balls, or fire-bal ls 
act very differently from Ley's knowledge of them. 

Ley's story, 11Space Visitors Held Possible", in the Montreal 
Star, January 4, 1958, winds up with, "I will be convinced if I 
am shown wrecka�e, machinery or bodies". Well, yours truly

' 
could 

show him a cemetery and have a tough time convincing him that the 
"reality" that once activated these wreckages, or these obsolete 
machines, is invisible and is a mystery as much as the U. F.O.'s. 

Without atack1ng Ley's idea too much, let us consider Worr
ell Keely's motor and the invisible force that activated it. Tun
ing forks any child can play with and the response 1 1seems11 mirac
ulous - an invisible something moving an inanimate object. (maybe 
Gabriel's horn was supposed to raise the dead in such a manner?) 
Now if' we consider sonar and its poss1b111t1es, we can easily 1m 
ag1ne how it 1� 'POssible for 41polterge1sting11 to happen! We c-an 
identity the v��ects that fly in the poltergeist (throwing ghost) 
phenomenae, but the means and methods are unknown. This is com
mon in the U.F.O. story. 

Dr. Nandor Fodor's book, 110n the Trail of the Poltergeist", �Citadel Press) should be read for the mystery of "levitation", 
apport1ng of material" objects- and such is the mystery of sex! ! 

All contactees report both sexes aboard the contact saucers. (The 
robot saucers are different). The carrier beams of the Universal 
energy are men and women, as is electric phenomenae. "The souls, 
of men, are f1re-balls11 - page lJJ, 11The Fly1nf7, Saucers a Modern 
Myth", by Carl G. Jung. 

In Fodor's book, page 9, para�raph J, we read this strange 
admission, " •• and also displayed his powers as a poltergeist, by 
making various articles in the room rattle on the furniture." And 
this is how Jung amazed his teacher, Dr. Freud! 
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1959 SUMMARY 

(continued trom·page 1) 

When Defense Secretary Neil McElroy has power to suppress a 
book ("Design for Survival", by Gen. �homas E. Powers, Commander
in-Chief of the strategic Air Command), no w�nder the Air Force 
Association Magazine editorially states, 11It has been made clear 
that the Administration disagrees sharply with General Powers• 
conviction that the public has become aware that m111tary problems 
no longer are the, 'sole concern of men in uniform and the civil
ian superiors' 11• 

We, the public, may be confused about space, but not as much 
apparently, as those who are charged by vote with the responsibi
lity of keeping us in TRUTH. 

Your Editor, in the first issue of UFOmat1on, Volume 1, No 
1, drew attention to this news suppression, and at this late date 
certain newspapermen are waking up like Rip Van Winkles! 

In closing, let us state that we all now admit that we trail 
the Russians in space achievement, 11as any fool can plainly see•, 
but, more deadly is the fact that we trail them much more slowly 
in our th1nkin� and philosophy about outer space. Perhaps we are 
strangled by fear or religious myopia. 

From London (note: not Washington) AP, September 29, 1959 -
"Earthlings to Join Spacel1ngs11 • The Soviet Scientist Fel1ks Se
gal says, "Consequently, there must be about 150,000 inhabited, 
planetary systems in our galaxy .... some of them may even have be
�un to make flights into space. Therefore we should have meetings 
with them11• He states they must be above and below us in devel
opment, and eventually meetings must take place! Sounds like Ad
amski or Williamson - at least not like our official Pontiff Men-
zelt 

--

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

MORE GOINGS ON OVER DURBAN! 

At least four Durban people watched the unusual cavorting in 
the sky of a U.F.O. on June 4. One of them, a motorist, describ
ed the object as a silvery circular craft about 30 feet in diame
ter. It travelled slowly from the Stamford Hill area towards Umh
langa Rocks, where it swung out to sea. It was spotted at 11 AM. 
The motorist said he stopped his car and watched the UFO for abCllt 
10 minutes. Another motorist and two native women also watched. 
He said the UFO was 11something fantastic". He was certain it was 
not an aircraft. 

(Source: Natal Daily News, June 4 - Credit Langton Zank of Durb
an.) From: Flying Saucer Review. 

* * * * * * * * * *· * * 
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THE EDITOR SPEAKS (continued from page 3 ) _ 

Lord Dowding, head of the R.A.F. of Great Britain, has reportedly 
made the statement that he believes the U.F.O. are interplanetary 
- that the U.S.A. Airforce ha� a�gressively tangled with the U.F. 
01s, and that we are desperately suppressing these facts! 

Americans are appearing in print, in En�lish-speaking U.F.O. 
magazines, deploring the "scene stealing" of the Amal�amated U.S. 
U.F.O. or�anizations - and they say our public won't give serious 
thought to the U.F.0.1s as long as 11nuts11 and the "lunatic fringe" 
take over. This type of orthodox thinking explains our "hidden 
caste" system and intellectual snobbery. If it persists we only 
will be the losers. 

The U.F.O.'s will come and go as they have for centuriee, re
gardlese of� belief or unbelief. Sober Russian scientists are 
forced to believe an interplanetary vehicle exploded in 1908 - in 
Siberia. Official speculation is tt..a t it came from Venus. This 
was also a prophecy of American contactees. Interplanetary beings 
are embodied here for that purpose. The bright side of this re
port is that T.V. is gradually, through entertainment, bringing 
the message to the �eneral public. 

Our final comment, due to laek of space, is: Does censorship 
exist here? To answer that, let us quote from our press; Chicago 
Daily News Service headline, "Secrecy in Government Causes Added 
Worries on Capitol Hill11• Being questioned, Ike "heatedly snap
ped11, 11Frankly, I don't believe it11• 

11A statement like this by the President will encourage fur
ther abuse11 - Rep. John Moss (D.Calif). Perhaps it is better to 
just play golf! 

* * * * * * * * * * 

J.reen Space Ship over Ethiopia: A spherical-shaped, &r,reenish ob
ject appeared at noon over Yergalem, the main town of Sidamo Pro
vince, in the south of Ethiopia. It flew with a swaying motion 
several times over the town. (Source: Mombaea Times, Kenya, 
April 18; Sunday News, Dar-es-Salaam, April 19.) 

Flying Saucer over Chile: A mysterious object was seen by many 
people as it flew over the port of Ancud, Southern Chile, on June 
1, at 8:00 p.m. for about 30 minutes. It moved noiselessly,eome
times at �reat speed, sometimes at low speed. Its colour chan�ed 
from red to violet as it varied speed. Among the many witnesses 
were the occupants of a lorry belon� to the Office of RoadWel
fare of Chiloe (Province) and one of those on the vehicle was the 
Provincial Technical Officer, Enrique Saldivia. (Source: ElMer
curio, Valparaiso, June 4; La Union, June 4). 

• 

From: Fly�n� Saucer Review 
1 Doughty Street 

London W.C.1:. En�land • 

SAUCER SCIENCE (continued from page 4 ) 

proof of their reality. Unfortunately, well authenticated reports 
show that there are also cases where the eye sees something that 
does not appear on the radar screen, or where an object undoubt
edly picked up by radar is not seen by the eye". 

Elsewhere in hie book he elaborates upon the historical val
ue of U.F.O.'e, and their connection with the sex drive. Orient
al Mandalas are bi-sexual and the most commonly known is the Yang 
and Yin Symbol. When activated, it is a vortex or spiral motion, 
as witnessed in outer space in the creation of a nebulae, a star, 
or planet. 

The mystery is that these 11uneolid visions" of light seem to 
be under an intelli�ent control or direction, or are intelligent 
themselves! 

Philosophy is, perhaps, America's most neglected study. The 
Gold Rush takes eo much time. Any philosopher will admit that be
hind any creation is a Thinker - be it man, or nature's form and, 
formless, energy. 

Man creates objects that all come out of space, be it a TV 
set or a mouse-trap. The Unknown that all religions designate a 
God creates from the mystery of space. 

The latest hassel is to try and stop the idea that SPACE and 
religion have anything in common. Out of space and time came man 

- out of time and space the idea of God. Out of �pace and time -
come ALL material objects. Back into space goes ALL .•• in time! 

Man as a positive mecul1ne unit seems to be always accompan
ied by the opposite, negative feminine polarity. It is the only 
way, eo far, that he knows to recreate and perpetuate himself. It 
is not strange then, that all contact stories tell of women being 
aboard the Spacecraft. 

* * • • * * * • 

NEW EXCHANGE CO-OPERATIVES 

Herbert Clark, 
V.A.F.S.C., 
Box 720, Station A, 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada 

The Hon. Brinsley le Poer Trench 
Flying Saucer Review 

1 Doughty Street 
London, W.C.l., England 

* * • * • * * • 

Dr. Harlow Shapley, former director, Harvard Observatory: 
we must now accept it as inevitable ••. there are other worlds with 
thirikin� bein�s.11 

• * * * * • * • 
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FOREIGN NEWS (continued from page 5 )  

1ng said i n  conclusion, •sooner or later these people will make a 
�etermined effort to contact people on this earth.• (Flying Sauc
,.,r Review - Ron. B. le Poer Trench). 

Behind the Iron Curtain • • . .  Saucer Group in Poland! Flying 
Saucer Review is now in touch with Kazimierz Zaleski in Warsaw. 
He is President of the Polish section of Association l.fondialiste 
Interplanetaire. This is the international organization directed 
by Professor Alfred Nahon from Fe�ney-Voltaire (Ain-FRANCE). Pro
fessor Nahon edits the excellent newspaper •Le Courrier Interplan
etaire• (in French). 

Mr. Zaleski wishes to inform the world that his country is 
very interested in the U.F.O. question, and that he would like to 
get in touch with other saucer groups. His address is Warszawa 
97, Post Box No. 1, Poland. Mr. Zaleski reports that two flying 
saucer lectures in his country recently have attracted large aud� 
iences and a number or others are scheduled to take place in the 
future. (Flying Saucer Review - Hon. B. le Poer Trench). 

MAIL BAG - (Flying Saucer Review -- Hon. B. le Poer Trench). 
Can They Hear our Thoughts?: 

Sir: 

On the hot afternoon or June 12, 1959, travelling by train 
along the east coast or India I rested my head for a moment on 
the window bars. My eyes closed and mentally I saw quite clearly 
one whom I knew to be a comrade from outer space. I mentally em
braced him with feelinus of �ection and comradeship, saying men
tally, �Brother•! 

About eight hours later, on the high terrace of a friend's 
house in Kakinada, my friend N.V. Ramanamurti and I both saw very 
clearly two bright lights moving side by side from south-west to 
south-east at a rapid rate. As they approached the horizon they 
were seen clearly as domed discs, swaying to and from sideways, 
�s though to let us see that they were really 'flying saucers'. 
�e both had excellent views of them from several angles before 
they vanished, perhaps behind a row of tall trees. At first they 
were high up, but at the end not more than 1, 000 ft., they shone 
with a faint white luminescence, were quite soundless and threw 
off neither sparks nor trails behind them. 

The loss of sleep was compensated for by this blissful ex
perience after so many years of desiring to see for oneself at 
least the vehicles used by these unknown friends of ours from 
other worlds. It seemed to both of us a definite reply to the 
wordless greeting sent out some hours before. 

Duncan Greenlees, 
Bhimunipatnam, Vizag. Dt., 
South India 

(continued on page 11). 
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FOREIGN NEWS (continued from page 10) 

Ame�cane who live "over the border•, even though they speak 
American- English, and some of them have ancestors who settled in 
the Colonies that are now the United States, are considered for
eigners, eo we include some Canadian News Items under this sec
tion. 

11Saucere Space and Science", c/o Gene Duplantier, 12.5 Woody
crest Avenue, Toronto 6, Ontario, Canada, publishes the fact that 
the 11Kaizuka photos" originally published by the Mar.-Apr., 1959, 
Japan U. F. O. Intelligence Magazine, are fakes. This was first 
suspected by Dr. Fujinami, of Kyoto. To shorten the story, Yoeh
ihiro Baba, the schoolboy, confessed he faked the pictures on an 
"innocent impulse" and that he 11bears no malice11! 

Inte�rity is eo hard to find, except in professional people 
who love their art eo as not to prostitute it. As we wrote in the 
last issue about Marcus Aurelius' thoughts on this subJect, we 
cannot but point up again that Wisdom is timeless. Any �ood -
and we mean good - craftsman could fake U.F.O. pictures and they 
would not be suspect. 

The motive and honesty of the individual is the only guaran
tee we have of finding TRU�R. 

From Queensland, Australia, the Magazine, "Li�ht•, 
ma�azine edited from 20 Crawford Avenue, Stafford, 
Queensland, Australia, ($1.00 per annum) is excellent. 

a U.F.O. 
Brisbane, 

A report shows that out of ten lectures on Flying Saucers, 
the one with the largest attendence happens to be the one �iven 
before the 11Universi ty Squ·adron R.A.A.F. 11 Strange that Royal Air
·rorce Pilote with University educations should be interested in 
such claptrap? 

From Australia we read of the sad state of our Radar Traffic 
Control Systems around Washington. This is explained in •The UFO 

Enigma", by Keith Flitcroft {not flit-craft!) in the June, 19.59, 
issue of the above magazine. 

Danish Saucers are Squares (Copenhagen, February 25th). TWo 
Scandinavian Airlines Pilots reported independently today that 
they had seen "square" flying saucers last ni�ht - over Denmark. 
(Light - Australia.) 

Radio Moscow said, on January 21st, that the Soviet Union is 
working on a Jet plane engine to be fueled with the inexhaustable 
electrically charged gas of the ionosphere, some 60 miles above 
earth. {Li�ht - Australia). 

We read somewhere that the British have already flown twice 
the speed of sound in an electric Jet. - Ed. 

If 


